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The local structure of NaTiSi2O6 is examined across its Ti-dimerization orbital-assisted Peierls
transition at 210 K. An atomic pair distribution function approach evidences local symmetry break-
ing preexisting far above the transition. The analysis unravels that on warming the dimers evolve
into a short range orbital degeneracy lifted (ODL) state of dual orbital character, persisting up to
at least 490 K. The ODL state is correlated over the length scale spanning ∼6 sites of the Ti zigzag
chains. Results imply that the ODL phenomenology extends to strongly correlated electron systems.

Introduction.− The emergence of technologically rele-
vant quantum orders in materials [1] stems from complex
interaction of electronic charge, spin, and orbitals, and
their coupling to the host lattice [2, 3]. Orbital sector is
often engaged in transition metal systems, owing to par-
tially filled d-manifolds [4]. Due to the coupling to both
spin and lattice, of particular interest is when the lattice
topology imposes orbital degeneracy [5] and/or electronic
frustration [6]. The removal of orbital degeneracy and
the relief of frustration impact symmetry lowering and
electronic properties [7]. Complexities of the low temper-
ature symmetry-breaking have been thoroughly studied
in relation to diverse emergent behaviors such as frus-
trated magnetism [8, 9], colossal magnetoresistivity [10],
charge and orbital order [11, 12], metal-insulator tran-
sition [13–15], pseudogap [16, 17] and high temperature
superconductivity [18, 19]. Their understanding employs
Fermi surface nesting [20, 21], Peierls [22, 23], and band
Jahn-Teller mechanisms [24, 25].

When orbital degeneracies are anticipated, it is often
assumed that crystallographic symmetry lowering at the
temperature driven phase transitions implies simultane-
ous orbital degeneracy lifting (ODL) via some coopera-
tive mechanism [5, 6, 26]. Consequently, the high tem-
perature regimes possessing high crystallographic sym-
metry remain less explored. In contrast, probes of local
symmetry qualify the ODL as a local electronic effect ex-
isting at temperature well above [27, 28] the global sym-
metry breaking transitions. In spinels CuIr2S4 [27] and
MgTi2O4 [28] with weak electron correlations, a highly
localized ODL state involving two transition metal ions
is discovered as a high-temperature precursor to an or-
bitally driven metal-insulator transition [29]. Albeit dis-
continuously connected to the ground state, the ODL in
these spinels is a prerequisite for charge & orbital or-
der and spin dimerization [11, 30, 31], thus enabling the
transition.

The ubiquity and role of the ODL in the emergent
phenomena are yet to be established [28, 32]. Important
to understand is whether the ODL state is a peculiarity
of weakly coupled electronic systems in the proximity to
a localized-to-itinerant crossover, or if it could also be
realized deep in the Mott insulating regime with strong
on-site Coulomb interactions, where the charge fluctua-
tions are suppressed. An opportunity to explore this is
offered by the quasi-one dimensional NaTiSi2O6 clinopy-
roxene [33], one of the rock-forming silicate minerals con-
stituting the upper Earth’s mantle [34]. It is a paramag-
netic strongly correlated Mott insulator with a ∼2 eV
gap [35], featuring zigzag chains of skew edge-shared
TiO6 (Fig. 1(a), (b)), with Ti3+ in d1 (S = 1/2) nom-
inally triply degenerate t2g orbital configuration. The
ground state of NaTiSi2O6 with a 53 meV spin gap [36]
establishes on cooling through a 210 K [37] structural
transition where ferro-orbital ordering stabilizes intra-
chain Ti spin singlet dimerization [38]. Once thought
to host Haldane S = 1 chains [35, 39, 40], NaTiSi2O6 is
considered a candidate for quantum liquid with strong
orbital fluctuations [41].

By combining neutron and x-ray total scattering based
atomic pair distribution function (nPDF and xPDF) ap-
proaches [42] we find compelling local structural evidence
for a fluctuating ODL state of dual orbital character in
NaTiSi2O6 at high temperature. The spatial extent of
associated short range structural correlations consistent
with Peierls-like instability at 1/6 filling suggests rele-
vance of all three Ti t2g orbitals in this regime. The
PDF observations establish that the ODL phenomenol-
ogy does extend to materials with strong electron corre-
lations, reinforcing the notion of its ubiquity. This in-
tricate short range orbital precursor to spin dimerization
provides a rationale for a number of puzzling high tem-
perature anomalies reported for this system [36, 43, 44].

Polycrystalline NaTiSi2O6 used in powder diffraction
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FIG. 1. Properties of NaTiSi2O6: (a) C2/c structure; (b)
Quasi-1D zigzag TiO6 chains; (c) Undistorted TiO2 plaque-
ttes of the C2/c phase featuring uniform Ti-Ti and O-O dis-
tances; (d) Distorted TiO2 plaquettes of the dimerized P1
phase with Ti-Ti and O-O distances bifurcated (S=short,
L=long); (e) The Curie law subtracted DC magnetic suscep-
tibility; (f) The c axis parameter from P1 model fits to the
xPDF data; (g)-(i) Temperature evolution of a selected seg-
ment of neutron total scattering data. Note: zigzag chains
run along c axis in C2/c, and along a axis in P1.

measurements was obtained via a solid state route [36, 37,
45] and displays a transition to a spin-singlet dimer state
at Ts = 210 K, Fig. 1(e). Total scattering data for PDF
analysis were collected over 100 K≤T≤300 K (neutrons),
and over 10 K≤T≤300 K range and at 490 K (x-rays).
The approach utilizes both Bragg and diffuse scattering,
and provides information on the average structure and
on the local deviations from it [42]. Robust crystallo-
graphic symmetry change at Ts is evident in the x-ray
(Fig. 1(f)), and neutron data (Figs. 1(g)-(i)). Experi-
mental and analysis details are provided in Supplemental
Material [45], which includes Refs. 46–53.

Crystallographic perspective.− NaTiSi2O6 crystallizes
in a monoclinic C2/c structure, Fig. 1(a), featuring char-
acteristic zigzag chains of edge-sharing TiO6 octahedra,
Fig. 1(b), giving the system a quasi-one-dimensional
character [38]. The chains are embedded in a somewhat
disordered SiO4 network encompassing Na [45, 54, 55].
Within the chains, the shared-edge O pairs and Ti cen-
ters constitute TiO2 plaquettes, identical in C2/c, which
alternate in orientation, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Magneti-
cally active Ti have +3 valence in 3d1 configuration [56],
confirmed by neutron Rietveld refinement based bond va-
lence sum calculations [45, 57]. The dominant octahedral
crystal field splits the Ti 3d orbitals into a partially filled
t2g triplet and an empty eg doublet [37]. Nominally triply
degenerate t2g orbitals [5] are oriented toward the TiO6

edges: xy and zx point toward the common edges of the
zigzag chains, while yz is perpendicular to the general
chain direction (for illustration see the top right corner
inset in Fig. 5). Partial degeneracy alleviation is expected
from slight trigonal distortion of TiO6 [43], placing the
single electron into a two fold degenerate low lying t2g-

FIG. 2. Comparison of simulated PDFs: Crystallographic P1
(blue) and C2/c (red) models with their differential (green)
offset for clarity for neutron probe over a wide (a) and a nar-
row (b) r range. (c) Neutron Ti-Ti partial PDF for the two
models. Corresponding PDFs for x-ray probe are shown in
(d)-(f). Simulations use uniform 0.001 Å2 ADPs for all atoms,
and are scaled to match the data shown in Fig. 3.

derived (zx, xy) doublet [41] and rendering the third (yz)
orbital inert [36, 43, 58]. The edge-sharing topology fos-
ters direct (xy, xy) and (zx, zx) overlaps of t2g orbitals
belonging to neighboring Ti along the chains. This pro-
motes Ti-Ti dimerization [43] in the ferro-orbitally or-
dered regime [38] upon cooling below Ts, lifting the t2g
degeneracy and lowering the average symmetry to tri-
cilinic (P1) [56].

The average structure change observed in diffraction
across the transition is associated with the splitting of
Ti-Ti distances in the zigzag chains. The dimerization
takes place within the TiO2 plaquettes of just one of the
two available orientations (zig or zag, Fig. 5(b)). Conse-
quentially, the Ti-Ti and O-O interatomic distances on
the plaquettes bifurcate, Fig. 1(d): Ti-Ti (3.18 Å) and
O-O (2.74 Å) contacts on the plaquettes in C2/c become
(3.11 Å, 3.22 Å) and (2.69 Å, 2.81 Å) in P1, respec-
tively. The dimerized plaquette has nominally two elec-
trons (2e) [56] (see Fig. 5(a)). Neighboring TiO2 plaque-
ttes become inequivalent as the Ti dimers and the as-
sociated · · ·-2e-0e-2e-0e-· · · bond-charge order form, thus
removing the zx/xy degeneracy. The C2/c and P1 models
explain our neutron Bragg data in the high and low tem-
perature regimes, respectively [45]. All Ti sites partici-
pate in dimerization in P1 but remain equivalent (+3 va-
lence) [45, 56]. The fingerprint of the average structural
change across Ts, simulated using crystallographic mod-
els [56] for nPDF (Fig. 2(a), (b)) and xPDF (Fig. 2(c),
(d)), illustrates the expected PDF response should the
local structure follow the average behavior. In Figs. 2(c)
and 2(f) the crystallographically observed Ti-Ti split-
ting [56] is shown by scattering-weighted partial PDFs,
revealing considerably weaker signal in nPDF than in
xPDF case. The pair contributions to PDF of Ti-Ti
when compared to O-O are order of magnitude stronger
in xPDF, whereas in nPDF they are three times weaker.

Local perspective.− While crystallography implies that
the lifting of Ti orbital degeneracy and associated dimer
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FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental PDFs: Data at temper-
ature below (150 K) and above (230 K) the transition temper-
ature, Ts, for neutrons (nPDF) over broad (a) and narrow (e)
r ranges. Matching X-ray data (xPDF) scaled to nPDF are
shown in (c) and (g). Comparison of nPDFs within the same
crystallographic phase, C2/c, at 230 K and 300 K, is shown
in (b) and (f). The same for xPDF is shown in (d) and (h).
Differential PDFs, ∆G(r) are shown underneath each data,
offset for clarity. The vertical dotted lines in panels (a)-(d)
and (e)-(h) correspond to the fifth and the first Ti-Ti near-
est neighbor distances along the zigzag chains, respectively,
marked also by vertical double arrows as 6 Ti (2 Ti) intra-
chain interatomic separations.

formation occur at Ts, the complexity increases when the
local structure information from PDF data is considered.
If we compare the PDF signal from T = 150 K (well
below Ts) to that from T = 230 K (just above Ts), the
difference signal ∆G for interatomic distances r > 15 Å
is large, as expected when passing through a structural
transition (Fig. 3(a) and 3(c)). However, and in contrast
to the expectations shown in Fig. 2, ∆G is substantially
smaller over the shorter distances (r < 15 Å) reflecting
local structure, as highlighted in Fig. 3(e) and 3(g), es-
pecially in the nPDF case, which is less sensitive to Ti.

Actually, the local ∆G observed across the transition is
comparable in magnitude to that observed in a 70 K dif-
ference ∆G which is fully above the transition (Fig. 3(e)-
(h)), where only changes due to thermal motion varia-
tions are expected. While the structural transition as-
sociated with the dimer formation is clearly apparent in
the average structure, the same cannot be said regarding
the local structure, revealing a curious local vs average
disparity in NaTiSi2O6. This may suggest that spin sin-
glet dimers do not disassemble locally on warming across
Ts, in contrast to magnetic susceptibility measurements
according to which the spin singlet dimers cannot be re-
tained above the transition. We argue that the transition
is not of a trivial order-disorder type, as one may deduce
from the nPDF analysis alone [45], Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),

FIG. 4. The spin-singlet dimer disappearance: Comparison
of xPDF data at Ts = 210 K with (a) 90 K and (b) 300 K
data. Differentials ∆G = G(T ) −G(Ts) are offset for clarity,
revealing the spin-singlet signature (shaded signal) for 90 K
set. (c) ∆G(T ) signature (for 285 K reference) integrated over
the range marked by arrows in (a) [45]. Horizontal lines are
guides to the eye. The nearest neighbor Ti-Ti distances from
P1-based fits over (d) 15 Å≤ r ≤ 30 Å and (e) 1 Å≤ r ≤ 15 Å
ranges. Corresponding r(Ti-Ti) splittings are shown in (f).
(g) The spin-singlet dimer and ODL states sketched as t2g
orbital manifold overlaps. The color transparency indicates
the bond charge filling, as noted.

but that it has an ODL-type character [27] evident from
the xPDF analysis. In contrast to the differential nPDF
signal implying minute change across the transition over
the length scale corresponding to ∼6 Ti sites, the ∆G
signal in xPDF, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), suggests that some
local structural modification does occur at Ts.

Vanishing spin singlets.− This motivates a closer look
at the temperature resolved xPDF data. Temperature
evolution of the PDF differential, ∆G(T ), underneath
the Ti-Ti PDF peak at ∼3.2 Å, where the dimer sig-
nal should be present, is particularly informative. Com-
paring the data at T=90 K (T<Ts) and at Ts reveals a
subtle but clear shift in pair probability from shorter to
longer distances, Fig. 4(a), with an “M” shaped feature
in ∆G(T ), consistent with removal of the dimer distor-
tion. When data at Ts and at T =300 K (T>Ts) are
compared, Fig. 4(b), the differential is much smaller for a
comparable temperature difference. The nPDF data are
not sensitive to this not only due to unfavorable scat-
tering contrast but also because the dimer-related dis-
tortions involve Ti and O displacements of opposite sign
on the TiO2 plaquettes, Fig. 5(a). For systematic as-
sessment we use a high temperature reference for calcu-
lating ∆G(T ) [45]. The evolution of the ∆G(T ) inte-
gral, Fig. 4(c), is consistent with the dimers disassem-
bling at Ts. The dimer contribution to the differential
corresponds to the signal jump seen in Fig. 4(c).

To quantify this we fit the temperature-resolved xPDF
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FIG. 5. NaTiSi2O6 orbital considerations. (a) TiO2 dimer-
ization plaquettes. (b) The two choices: the zig and the
zag. (c) Dimerization of the zx variety within the P1 struc-
ture. (d) Uniform chain with degenerate t2g manifolds as
portrayed by the C2/c structure model. (e) Local model
of the chain for T ≥ Ts featuring ODL and orbital defect
states. (f) Molecular-orbital (MO) view, counterclockwise,
of Ti-Ti contacts with degenerate or non-bonding Ti-Ti con-
tacts, degeneracy-lifted MO, and dimerized Ti-Ti contacts.
In the legend, DEG/NONBOND (Ti3+), ODL (1e− per Ti-
Ti bond), and DIMER (2e− per Ti-Ti bond). Corner insets:
orbital geometry of the t2g manifold (upper right), and bond
chart with bond charge and bond order as noted (lower right).

data using the low temperature P1 structure over dif-
ferent r-ranges. When the fit range excludes the local
structure portion, the optimized model structure refined
over 15 Å< r <30 Å range adopts two unique Ti-Ti
distances below Ts, which become degenerate above Ts,
Fig. 4(d), consistent with dimers vanishing. When the
average structure portion of the PDF is excluded and
1 Å< r <15 Å range is used instead, the model structure
again adopts two unique Ti-Ti distances below Ts, but
these two distances remain distinct above Ts, albeit with
significantly reduced splitting, Fig. 4(e). Thus, at T>Ts
NaTiSi2O6 shows a regularization of the Ti chains over
long structural length scales, but this regularization is
not present locally. Residual degeneracy lifting is appar-
ent above Ts up to 300 K (Fig. 4(f)), with splitting of
0.12(4) Å still present in our 490 K xPDF data.

Dual ODL precursor.− The behavior where short spin-
singlet dimer bonds give way to longer local-symmetry-
breaking transition metal contacts upon heating above
the crystallographic transition is a hallmark of the ODL
phenomenology seen in spinel dimer systems proximal
to a localized-to-itinerant crossover. Initially observed
in CuIr2S4 [27], and recently also in MgTi2O4 [28], the
ODL state is evidenced in their high temperature metal-
lic regimes. There, at the metal-insulator transition,
the spin singlet dimers comprised of pairs of strongly
bonded holes (CuIr2S4) or electrons (MgTi2O4) dismount
via bond charge transfer upon warming, and are suc-
ceeded in the metallic phase by twice as many spa-
tiotemporally fluctuating single charge Hund-Mulliken
molecular-orbital-like states [5] that lift the t2g degen-
eracy [27, 28]. The dimer and ODL states are shown
in Fig. 5(f) using energy diagram representation. The

observed high crystallographic symmetry ensues from
three-dimensional spatiotemporal averaging.

In addition to thermal evolution of the transition metal
sublattices, the similarity of Ti pyroxenes and the spinels
extends to observed pressure effects. In the spinels, pres-
sure increases t2g orbital overlaps and stabilizes the tran-
sition [59, 60] and the ODL state [27]. In LiTiSi2O6,
which is isostructural and isoelectronic to NaTiSi2O6,
∼3.1% volume reduction pushes Ts also to higher tem-
perature [37, 45], further corroborating the equivalence
of the underlying orbital behaviors. Following the spinel
ODL phenomenology, in NaTiSi2O6 the Ti dimers exhibit
a “2e-0e”-type bond charge (ferro-orbital) order along
the zigzag chains for T<Ts [Fig. 5(c)], which for T>Ts
converts into the ODL state of antiferro-orbital charac-
ter [61] with the zx/xy degeneracy lifted locally, Fig. 4(g).

However, pursuing full analogy with the spinels, par-
ticularly with MgTi2O4 which has the same Ti t2g fill-
ing as in NaTiSi2O6 and whose ODL states have a two-
orbital (2O-ODL) character [28] sketched in Fig. 4(g),
encounters two challenges. First, in NaTiSi2O6 2O-ODL
would imply a single valued Ti-Ti distance distribution
akin to the degenerate orbital case portrayed crystallo-
graphically, Fig. 5(d). This is not what is seen experi-
mentally. Second, quasi-one-dimensional topology of Ti
zigzag chains in NaTiSi2O6 necessitates a modified sce-
nario for reconciling the different length scales.

The local bimodal distribution observed above Ts im-
plies variation of the bond charge along the zig-zag chain.
We propose a model featuring short ODL bonds (bond
order 1/2) and destabilized ODL bonds (of order < 1/2)
triggered by fluctuating orbital defects. Two such defects
which interrupt the underlying antiferro-orbital order are
illustrated on different chain segments in Fig. 5(e). Model
considerations based on antiferro-orbital order [61] and
orbital disorder [41] uncover different spin configurations
very close in energy (see Fig. S8 [45]), where strong com-
petition between the spin superexchange interaction and
the Hund’s-rule coupling, manifested as deviation of mag-
netic susceptibility from the Curie-Weiss behavior, leads
to orbital frustration at high temperature [61]. Such
energy landscape may yield a mixed-orbital zx/xy de-
fect naturally emerging as the domain wall between two
antiferro-orbital ordered segments, resulting in longer Ti-
Ti distances [45]. Alternatively, t2g electrons on some
Ti sites may populate the inert non-bonding yz orbitals,
introducing the 0e long bonds [45]. In principle, there
can be long bonds of several lengths; however, as the
short ODL bonds contract, all the longer bonds mainly
make rotational moves—instead of stretching—and thus
have similar lengths, unresolvable by our analysis. The
nPDF data comparison in Fig. 3(a) and model assess-
ment of the 290 K xPDF data [45] demonstrate that
local structural correlations extend to ∼13.3 Å (∼6 Ti
sites), implying that defect randomization beyond this
length scale provides the averaging mechanism. This
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would lead to not only lower-energy excited states than
the triplet excitations of the dimerized bonds [45] but also
an increased contribution of the entropy term in the free
energy at higher temperature, thus stabilizing the ODL
state in NaTiSi2O6 which can be considered to have dual
(xy,xy)/(zx,zx) character indicated in Fig. 5(e) by solid
blue lines connecting affected Ti sites. In this regard,
the present dual ODL phenomenon can be considered as
an orbital analog to the spin-crossover transition in ma-
terials with magnetic atoms changing between high- and
low-spin configurations [62–64].

Concluding remarks.− Notably, a number of anomalies
were observed in the T>Ts regime of NaTiSi2O6 and at-
tributed to various electronic instabilities. Anomalies in-
clude unusual temperature dependence of magnetic sus-
ceptibility [37], the lack of recovery in the muon asym-
metry at longer times and lack of sharp change in elec-
tronic relaxation rate λ at Ts in µSR measurements [65],
anomalous and unusually broad phonon modes in Ra-
man [43, 58] and neutron scattering [36] and infrared re-
flectivity [66], glasslike temperature evolution of thermal
conductivity [44], as well as anomalous peak broadening
in x-ray diffraction [36]. They were assigned to short-
range correlations enhancing spin-singlet dimer fluctua-
tions [65], orbital disorder [43, 58, 66], rapidly fluctuating
orbital occupancy [44], and presence of bond disorder due
to orbital fluctuations [36], respectively. Observation of
the ODL state, which is presumably dynamic, provides
a concrete rationale for their understanding and invites
reexamination of the transition mechanism [36, 61, 67].
Such high temperature anomalies could in fact be indica-
tors of the ODL state in a diverse class of transition metal
systems with active orbital sector [44, 68–70], reinforcing
the idea of ubiquitous ODL precursors, extending the
phenomenology to strongly correlated electron systems.
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